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ABSTRACT

1

Transformers have shown incredible capabilities for conversation
modeling, however, they store factual knowledge in their learned
parameters, which is costly to update with new knowledge since
it requires retraining. Models trained before the Coronavirus pandemic do not know about COVID-19.
In this paper, we investigate how a BART model can be adapted
to a knowledge grounded conversational setup. We introduce the
notion of 𝑘𝑒𝑦 and 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 tokens to retrieve knowledge stored in an
external database, that can easily be updated with new knowledge.
As factual knowledge can hardly be reduced to a single sentence or
vector, we allow the model to retrieve multiple sentences from the
memory.
Our analysis shows perplexity decreases with the number of passages retrieved from memory. Second, our analysis shows a shared
encoder for knowledge retrieval, and conversation understanding
reduces the model size and perform as well as a specialized module.

Large transformer-based language models have shown excellent
capabilities in generating human-like conversations [1, 11]. While
powerful, these models have a major drawback: they cannot expand
their factual knowledge of the world without being trained on new
data [7]. As an example, all models trained before the COVID-19
outbreak have no knowledge about the coronavirus epidemic.
It should be possible to allow open-domain conversational models to use additional external knowledge sources for factual knowledge. Their knowledge source should be easily extendable with
recent information.
Current knowledge grounded open-domain agents limit the external world knowledge to one sentence [3, 11], or to a single vector
[4]. We believe limiting models this way is insufficient for opendomain conversational agents, and show that increasing the number of passages retrieved from memory leads to more human-like
replies from the agent.

CCS CONCEPTS

2

• Computing methodologies → Discourse, dialogue and pragmatics.

Knowledge grounded dialog systems can be described as sequenceto-sequence models [12] conditioned on an external knowledge
source. Grounding a conversation in external knowledge requires
two different abilities: retrieving the right knowledge amongst multiple candidates and effectively using this knowledge to generate
the next utterance.
One way of providing context to the model is to concatenate the
chat history with the knowledge source. Budzianowski and Vulic
[2] concatenated the context, belief state, and database as input to
a task-oriented GPT2 model [10]. Wolf et al. [17] concatenated the
agent’s persona with the previous chat history. Liu et al. [8] find
that this approach struggles with handling longer contexts. Wang
et al. [14] separate source and context encoding and interleave
source and context attention when decoding.
In some cases, the length of the context may be too large to be
concatenated with the chat history (e.g. multiple Wikipedia articles). Dinan et al. [3] introduce the Transformer Memory Network
models, capable of retrieving and attending to knowledge and outputting a response, either in retrieval or generative mode. Fan et al.
[4] present a KNN-based information fetching module that learns
to identify relevant information from external knowledge sources
in the context of a dialogue dataset. The Wizard Generative Model
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[11] uses a Poly-encoder [5] to retrieve a single sentence from an
external knowledge source.
Retrieval dialog systems [3, 15] can also be framed as knowledge
grounded agents where the knowledge source is a fixed set of
utterances and the task is to select the most appropriate utterance
given the context.
In this paper, we expand on the work of Dinan et al. [3]. We
fine-tune a BART model [6] to retrieve multiple sentences (instead
of a single one) from an external knowledge source, and use it
effectively to generate the next utterance in a conversation.

3 DATASET
3.1 Wizard of Wikipedia
We use the Wizard of Wikipedia dataset [3] where two participants
engage in chit-chat conversations. One of the participants is the
wizard, and the other the apprentice. The wizard plays the role of a
knowledgeable expert while the other is a curious learner. The goal
of the wizard is to inform its conversation partner about a topic that
one of them will choose. The wizard has access to an information
retrieval system that shows paragraphs from Wikipedia possibly
relevant to the conversation. Before each conversation turn, the
wizard can read these paragraphs and then potentially base its next
reply on that observed knowledge.
The authors collected 22,311 conversations with a total of 201,999
turns on 1365 open-domain dialog topics (e.g. commuting, gouda
cheese, bowling).
The dataset is divided in a train, validation and test set. The
validation and test sets are sub-divided into seen and unseen. The
seen sets share conversation topics with the training set while the
unseen sets do not.

4

MODEL

Our goal with this dataset is to train an agent capable of conversing
about any domain. We use a model to replace the wizard in the
conversations. To generate the next utterance 𝑥𝑡 +1 , the model has
access to the previous conversation turns 𝑥 1, ..., 𝑥𝑡 and to a hierarchical knowledge source: 𝑀. Each element of the knowledge source,
𝑚𝑖 , is composed of a topic and a sentence belonging to that topic.
Similar to the End-to-End (E2E) Transformer MemNet of Dinan
et al. [3], we use an encoder-decoder Transformer [13] as our base
sequence-to-sequence model. Instead of pre-training our model on a
Reddit corpus, we use a pre-trained BART model [6]. An illustration
of our model is shown in Figure 1.
The knowledge source 𝑀 is filtered before each turn using the
same procedures as in Dinan et al. [3].

4.1

Encoder

While some approaches choose to have a separate encoder for
knowledge retrieval and for conversation modeling [3, 4], we use
a shared encoder to encode the conversation context 𝑥, and the
filtered knowledge source 𝑀. Every 𝑚𝑖 is encoded independently.
We choose to share the encoder because the purpose of an encoder is to understand text, it does not make sense to have two
encoders do the same thing but for different sources (chat history
and knowledge memory). This architectural choices also reduces
the model size.

To let the model recognize the difference between a knowledge
piece and a conversation history, we use segment embeddings [17].
We introduce three segment embeddings, one for the wizard’s turn,
one for the apprentice’s turn, and one for the knowledge passages.
We prepend the conversation context 𝑥 with a special token 𝑞, the
query token. We prepend each knowledge source candidate with
another special token 𝑘, the key token. After decoding, the query
and key vectors are projected to a lower dimension using a linear
layer.

4.2

Knowledge Selection

After the encoding step, our key and query tokens become the key
and query vectors. We concatenate the key vectors 𝑘𝑖 from the
knowledge source encoding into the query matrix 𝐾.
We then train the model to recognize which single knowledge
passage (the gold knowledge) 𝑘𝑖 was selected by the wizard. The
query vector 𝑞 from the conversation history is compared against
𝐾 to produce a dot product attention over the knowledge source.
We train the model to select the gold knowledge passage with a
cross-entropy loss over the knowledge attention.

4.3

Decoder

We concatenate the full sequence of the 𝑛 first knowledge candidates 𝑚𝑖 with the chat history. This context matrix is then given as
memory to the decoder. To let the decoder know that it is generating
the next utterance of the wizard, we use the same segment embedding for the wizard as in the encoding step. We train the model
to minimize the negative log-likelihood of the response utterance
𝑥𝑡 +1 .
To summarize, our model uses a pre-trained BART model to
retrieve relevant knowledge and to generate the next utterance. We
improve on the current methods in two ways. First we introduce
a 𝑘𝑒𝑦 and 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 token to perform the retrieval step with a shared
encoder, second we allow the model to retrieve multiple full (i.e.
not a vector representation) passages from the memory.

5

EXPERIMENTS

We conduct several experiments to analyze the ability of our model
to select and use knowledge in dialogue.
The model uses the large version of BART [6], which has 12
layers in the encoder and 12 layers in the decoder and an inner
dimension of 1024. The model has approximately 400M parameters.
We use the BART implementation from HuggingFace [16].
On top of the original implementation, we add a segment embedding layer and two additional tokens (query and key token) to
the vocabulary. We also add two linear layers to project the key
and query vector to a dimension of 512.
Before each turn, the wizard is presented with a varying number
of memory passages retrieved by an IR system: the visible passages
(see Dinan et al. [3] for a detailed description). We feed a subset
of the visible passages to the model (40 sentences per utterance).
The visible passages can be divided into positive (gold passage)
and negative examples (non-gold passages). We pool together the
negative examples of a single batch to increase the difficulty of the
task at a reduced computational cost (the model has to choose from
a larger pool of already computed 𝑘𝑒𝑦 vectors).
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Figure 1: BART model adapted for knowledge grounded conversations.
1: The chat history is tokenized, a 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 token is prepended, the result is encoded by the encoder. 2: Each memory passage is tokenized, and
prepended with a 𝑘𝑒𝑦 token. The resulting matrix is encoded by the encoder. 3: The 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 vector is compared against the 𝑘𝑒𝑦 vectors from
the memory with a dot product attention. The first 𝑘 passages with the highest score are selected. 4: The full sequence of the chat history
and the full sequence from the selected memory passages are concatenated and given as context to the decoder. 5: Generation of the next
utterance of the Wizard.
During training, we use a forcing teacher strategy and disregard
the results from the knowledge retrieval step. Instead, we give as
context (memory) to the decoder, the first five passages from the
gold topic (the gold passage is always the first one). By feeding
it multiple sentences, the model is trained to further select the
relevant piece of information in the decoder. We believe this makes
the decoder more robust to noise coming from the knowledge
retrieval step.
We train the model to simultaneously optimize for the knowledge
selection task and the language modeling task for three epochs,
with a constant learning rate of 10−5 , linearly increased from zero
over 1000 steps.
We did not test using a separate encoder (see 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 link in
Figure 1) as this would increase the parameters count by 50%.

6

RESULTS

We analyze the performance of the model on two axes: knowledge
retrieval and next utterance generation.

6.1

Retrieval Task

Similar to Dinan et al. [3] we use recall@1 and unigram F1 between
the retrieved knowledge and the gold knowledge item as evaluation
metrics. The results are displayed in Table 1.
Our model uses a shared encoder to encode the conversation
context and to retrieve the relevant knowledge. It is therefore best
compared against the Generative E2E Transformer MemNet of
Dinan et al. [3], the other models have a separate knowledge retrieval module. We show that a shared encoder can achieve similar
performance on this task as specialized modules.
As our model is capable of handling multiple knowledge pieces
in the decoder, we also report recall@5 and recall@10 in Figure 2.
The first five results contain the gold passage around 50% of the
time.
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Figure 2: Recall metrics on seen and unseen test set.
The model retrieves the right memory passage 26% of the time on
the seen test set. When retrieving the first 10 passages, the gold
passage is included in the retrieved results 73% of the time. These
results show the importance of retrieving multiple passages from
the memory.

The difference in retrieval performance between the seen and
unseen set could indicate that the model overfitted the training set,
or that the size of the dataset is too limited to generalize to unseen
topics.
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Seen Test
Unseen Test
R@1
F1
R@1
F1
Random
2.7 13.5
2.3 13.1
IR baseline
5.8 21.8
7.6 23.5
BoW MemNet
23.0 36.3
8.9 22.9
Transformer
22.5 33.2 12.2 19.8
Transformer (+Reddit pretraining)
24.5 36.4 23.7 35.8
Transformer (+Reddit pretraining, +SQuAD training)
25.5 36.2 22.9 34.2
Retrieval Transformer MemNet (no auxiliary loss)
12.9 24.6 14.6 26.3
Generative E2E Transformer MemNet (no auxiliary loss) 13.4 28.3 11.8 25.9
Generative E2E Transformer MemNet (w/ auxiliary loss) 21.1 32.8 14.3 22.8
BART
26.0 38.9 19.9 33.9
Table 1: Knowledge retrieval performance on the seen and unseen test set.
Method

The BART model outperforms all methods on the seen test set (unigram F1 and perplexity) and comes close to the best performing methods
on the unseen test set, even though it does not have a separate module specialized in knowledge retrieval (as the Transformer models). The
seen test set shares conversation topic with the training set, while the unseen test does not.
Seen Test Unseen Test
PPL
F1
PPL
F1
Repeat last utterance
13.8
13.7
E2E Transformer MemNet (no auxiliary loss) 66.5 15.9 103.6 14.3
E2E Transformer MemNet (w/ auxiliary loss) 63.5 16.9
97.3 14.4
Two-Stage Transformer MemNet
54.8 18.6
88.5 17.4
Two-Stage Transformer MemNet (w/ K.D.)
46.5 18.9
84.8 17.3
KIF-Augmented Transformer*
25.9
22.3
BART
12.2 20.1
14.9 19.3
Table 2: Next utterance generation performance on the seen and unseen test set.
Method

The BART model outperforms the shared encoder methodologies (E2E) and non-shared encoder methodologies (Two-Stage) of Dinan et al.
[3], but falls short of the KIF-Augmented Transformer [4] in terms of unigram F1. Perplexity number cannot be directly compared because of
differences in vocabulary sizes. *Fan et al. [4] did not report perplexity numbers.

6.2

Generation Task

The second objective of our model is to use the past conversation
and the retrieved knowledge to generate the next utterance.
Although BART was pre-trained on a denoising task, it quickly
adapted to dialog generation.
Similar to Dinan et al. [3], we use the perplexity of the gold
utterance and unigram F1 between the generated utterance and
the gold utterance as evaluation metrics, see Table 2. The model
achieves a better performance than [3] in terms of unigram F1
but falls short of Fan et al. [4]. The perplexity numbers cannot
be directly compared between models because of differences in
vocabulary size.
As our model is capable of handling more than one passage
of knowledge, we also report the numbers for 0, 1, 5, 10, 15 and
20 knowledge passages retrieved, see Figures 3 and 4. In terms of
perplexity, the more passages are retrieved, the better the performance. The higher the number of passages retrieved, the higher the
probability of it containing the gold passage used by the Wizard
to generate the next utterance (see Figure 2 for recall numbers).
Hence, the model is less perplexed by this particular utterance. This
phenomenon is true for the seen and unseen test set.
In terms of unigram F1, the performance reaches a maximum at
1 passage retrieved, while the unseen test reaches a maximum at

10. Unigram F1 and perplexity tell two different stories: perplexity
says it is beneficial to include at least 10 passages, while unigram
F1 says one is enough.
Adiwardana et al. [1] show perplexity is correlated with SSA
(Sensibleness and Specificity Average) and state that optimizing for
perplexity is a good proxy for optimizing the human likeliness of
a model. Using their result as hypothesis, increasing the number
of passages retrieved from memory results in more human-like
models.

7

FUTURE WORK

An unsupervised pre-training of the BART model for simultaneous
context retrieval and generation could help bridge the gap between
seen and unseen performance.
The problem of knowledge selection is not one-to-one, but oneto-many. There are possibly many relevant passages for a single
user query. The dataset could be updated to reflect that fact.
Unigram F1 has no semantic understanding of the generated text.
Evaluating the model with USR [9], a reference-free metric that
trains unsupervised models to measure several desirable qualities
of dialog, could help in the comparison of models.
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40

Current models retrieve only one sentence or vector from the
memory [3, 11]. Our analysis showed that it is limiting the potential
of current models as retrieving multiple sentences from the memory
diminishes the model’s perplexity to the gold utterance.
We also showed it is not necessary to have a separate encoder
for knowledge retrieval and context encoding. A shared encoder
can achieve competitive results in the knowledge retrieval task,
limiting the model size and complexity.
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Figure 3: Perplexity results per number of passages retrieved.
The inclusion of knowledge has a significant impact on perplexity,
on the seen and unseen test set. The performance of the model
gets better as more knowledge passages are retrieved. There is no
trade-off between the number of included passages and the
model’s performance in terms of perplexity.
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Figure 4: Unigram F1 results per number of passages retrieved.
The inclusion of knowledge has a significant impact on the
model’s performance in terms of unigram F1. Contrary to Figure 3,
the model’s performance peaks at one passage retrieved on the
seen test set.

8

CONCLUSION

In this work, we showed how a BART [6] model can be extended
to make use of an external memory. This model was successfully
implemented in a knowledge grounded conversational setup using
the Wizard of Wikipedia dataset [3].
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